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You are broadcasting hope & courage in Ukraine!

Sergey broadcasts lessons-for-life from bomb sites around Kyiv. 

Stories of faith, hope and love from the Far East Broadcasting Company.
Until all have heard.

Despite the dreadful invasion and war, FEBC Ukraine is 
courageously broadcasting and expanding its reach, thanks to you.

The constant threat of missiles, artillery and murderous army 
units means the team have changed the way they work to keep 
our broadcasts on-air. But they are not cutting back or reducing 
programme hours at all!

Sometimes our broadcasters must run to the nearest air raid shelter 
as the sirens wail over the city. But they are not hiding! Some hosts 
have even produced their programmes from their underground 
shelters.  
 
Thanks to your support, FEBC Ukraine pressed on with pre-war 
plans to expand the network into more cities and reach more people. 
In May we added a new FM station in the city of Zaporizhzhia. 
This is in the southeast and is a two-hour drive from Mariupol. 
Many refugees have arrived there and are desperate for care and 
hope.  
 
Thanks to this courageous expansion, more people are now 
receiving the encouragement of FEBC broadcasts specifically for 
listeners in a state of despair and confusion. Your support is also 
helping supply many radios to residents and refugees.

FEBC New Zealand has long been supporting a special radio 
programme aimed at soldiers and their families. Since the separatist 
uprising in the Donbas region in 2014, our programme ‘Wounded 
by the War’ has counselled and comforted thousands of Ukrainian 
families, saved marriages, and averted suicides. (Pictured below: 
programme host Eugene). This programme style is now relevant for 
the whole country, and Eugene now visits army units everywhere to 
compose his compassionate broadcast. 

Thank you to all who gave to our Ukraine Easter appeal. Your 
gifts and prayers are greatly appreciated and are lovingly guiding 
many people through the worst days of their lives. 

Eugene visits soldiers, giving radios, Bibles, & our counselling hotline.



One of FEBC International’s highest values is being ‘Close to 
the listener.’ As the war in Ukraine drags on, our broadcasters 
are growing the ways they meet listeners’ needs for comfort 
and hope. 

Inna is a popular host among young Ukrainian women 
(see picture). She regularly stays on social media after her 
programme shift and counsels her listeners personally. 

Her latest initiative is to invite her audience to gather in a café 
after her programme. People travel across cities to meet, listen 
to each other’s stories, pray together and be encouraged by 
Inna’s testimony of following Jesus Christ personally.

Sergey is another programme host who gets out and meets 
listeners. His specialty is to visit recently bombed places and 
teach biblical principles amidst the brokenness (see page one). 
Some of his teaching themes are ‘How only Jesus can bring 
life from death,’ and ‘The promised presence of God, with us 

always.’ Please pray that these programmes inspire many in 
Ukraine to turn to the Living God.

“If we live, we live for the Lord; and if we die, we die for the 
Lord. So, whether we live or die, we belong to the Lord.” 
Romans 14:8

To support FEBC in Ukraine write ‘Ukraine’ on any donation 
form. Thank you.
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Hope & courage in Ukraine! (continued…)

Please remember FEBC Russia staff as they navigate a very 
dangerous journey between their government’s “military 
operations” and the truth. 

FEBC is still on-air in Russia and has millions of listeners 
daily. The fact that the majority of that population is 
seemingly in favour of the war in Ukraine demonstrates the 
great need for freedom of the media. FEBC Russia cannot 
address such controversial political topics, but this current 
conflict is very hard to ignore in on-air conversations. 
Listeners demand to know what our broadcasters think about 
President Putin and Ukraine. It is dangerous to publicly 
oppose the war, and it is difficult to avoid the question. 

“Pray also for me, that whenever I speak, words may be 
given me so that I will fearlessly make known the mystery of 
the gospel.”  - Ephesians 6:19

 

 
 
 
 
 

Please pray that our team have the wisdom of God to 
promote the love, justice, and peace of the gospel, and not to 
incriminate themselves on-air. Pray also for their provision 
as they live under international sanctions, and normal life in 
Russia is increasingly restricted. 

Eugene has over 1 million listeners to his programme every day!

Inna gathers listeners to chat and pray during the war.

Spare a thought for Russia.



Cambodia has been hearing the good news of God on the radio 
since 1953. In 2022 the programmes continue to reach thousands 
in the Khmer language, young and old, like Mr Chea. Before 
hearing the gospel explained and applied to life on FEBC Family 
FM, Mr Chea was a devoted persecutor of Christians! 

“I always persecuted believers. I never knew the word ‘defeat’ 
and I obeyed no one.’ 

When Chea’s life became sad and difficult he says surprisingly 
“those whom I persecuted came to pray and encourage me. They 
introduced me to programmes on Krusa FM (Family FM), and 
comfort and love changed my life to seek God.” 

Eventually Chea turned to Jesus Christ and now serves his village 
alongside the other believers. 

Listeners across Cambodia can hear FEBC on FM, shortwave, 
and internet radio. Programmes also stream on YouTube and 

Facebook where people interact with the staff. Your support of 
FEBC New Zealand is helping Khmer people overcome ‘sad and 
difficult’ situations and experience the ‘comfort and love’ of God.  
Thank you. 
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FamilyFM changes families.

Discovering Jesus in Indonesia.

It’s a privilege to tell people about the Lord Jesus Christ in in the 
most populous Muslim nations on earth, and FEBC Heartline is 
doing this through 100+ radio stations every day. 
 
In the daily broadcasting we invite listeners to meet on Zoom 
for Discovery Studies, to explore the person of Jesus, and 
Christianity. 
 
Any listeners can meet up on our weekly Zoom called 
“ZOOMPA.” This is a hybrid word that blends ‘Zoom,’ ‘Jumpa’ 
(meeting), and Pendenger (listeners). FEBC uses Alpha course 
material on Faith, Life and God, as well as Tim Keller’s teaching 
resources on Discovering Jesus and Growing in Faith.

In cooperation with Alpha and Gospel for Life (Keller), FEBC 
Indonesia is helping interested listeners to discover the real Jesus 
and move towards him from the safety of their phone, tablet, or 
PC. 

“After ZOOMPA I had a dream one night. I dreamed I met 
Jesus even though I didn’t believe it. Over time I acknowledged 
that he is our saviour.”   
Aiya. A Muslim listener in Bekasi, Indonesia. 
 
To support FEBC in Indonesia write ‘Indonesia on any donation 
form. Thank you.

ZOOMPA makes discovering Jesus easier from anywhere. 

FEBC Cambodia builds faith in families, on FamilyFM.
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Just as we were emerging from the COVID pandemic, the 
world was confronted with another evil that sends people into 
despair. War in Ukraine. This Bible text reminds us that God 
sees, hears, and acts in the world today.

When facing personal difficulties, or thinking about the evils of 
war and the suffering of Ukrainian peoples, consider this and 
pray for God’s intervention:

• God has always looked on people with compassion 
(Exodus 2:24-25; 3:7; 1 Peter 3:12). Jesus was deeply 
moved by the suffering of the crowds under the brutal 
leadership of the then powerholders (Matthew 9:36).

• God has always listened out for our cries for help and is 
attentive to the specific things we need and say (Exodus 
2:24-25; 3:7; 1 Peter 3:12).

• God hates evil, and unrepentant evil doers can expect his 
full attention. The Lord’s “face” (v.12) refers to God’s full 
personality. When his face shines on us we are blessed 
(Num 6:25; Ps. 31:16; 67:1). But those who do evil can 
expect to be “cut off from the memory of the earth.” (Ps. 
34:16) 

Please pray for millions of listeners, in Ukraine and Russia 
especially, facing war or brutal leadership. May the broadcasts 
inspire many to turn to the Lord and seek his face. Let the war 
end today.

Kia kaha, take courage,  
Matt Perry

Stay on Mission.

Hi, I’m Andy and I’ve recently started as Business Manager 
with FEBC in Hamilton. In this role I’m overseeing some 
administrative operations, commercial development, and helping 
to develop projects to raise our profile and ability to support 
FEBC’s global ministry.

Coming from a non-Christian lifestyle, I knew when I met 
the Lord in 1987 that my life would be in His hands from that 
point forward and shortly afterwards I took a role with Radio 
Rhema and moved to Hamilton, where I met my wife, Jacqui. 
We subsequently helped establish a Christian radio station in 
Toowoomba, Australia in the early 1990s, before moving back to 
Hamilton and raising our family here.

I have known about FEBC ‘from the sidelines’ for many years 
and it is inspiring to now be part of the team of this tremendously 
effective and visionary ministry.

Some of my key responsibilities include developing our Shop 
to Support and Dedicated Broadcasters programmes, as well 
as managing supporter bequests. I’d love to get to know our 
supporters better, so please feel free to call or email me if you 
would like to discuss any of these initiatives, or just to introduce 
yourself: andy@febc.nz, 0800 433 226 extension 203.

Meet Andy Hart. 
A biblical devotion to inspire passion for Jesus and prayers for the nations.

This month’s scripture is 1 Peter 3:8-12

Andy reading & sending NZ supporters’ letters to FEBC Cambodia.

Manuka Honey Twin Pack 
 

SHOP TO SUPPORT

Visit: shoptosupport.co.nz or freephone 0800 433 226

 
 

Only $20+p&pOnly $20+p&p

Because all peoples deserve opportunity to hear that 
there is a good and beautiful life for them with God.

We communicate the good news among the nations 
by media, inspiring people to follow Jesus Christ. 

Why FEBC?

What we do?
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